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The theoretical determination of eigenmodes of hard�aperture unstable�cavity
lasers is a demanding computational problem� Much research has therefore been
devoted to the development of approximate semi�analytical methods �SAMs�
which can circumvent the need for large�scale numerical calculations� More�
over� while standard �Fox�Li� computational approaches only yield lowest�loss
modes� SAMs also have the potential to predict the entire spectrum of eigen�
modes and their associated eigenvalues� To date� SAMs have only been devel�
oped for systems which have essentially one transverse coordinate �such as square
or circular geometries�� However� the computer modelling of systems with two
fully�independent transverse coordinates can be an exceptionally resource�hungry
task� The need for SAMs that can be applied to such con�gurations is thus ever
more pressing�

In this presentation� we report our generalisations of the most commonly�used
SAM� the Virtual Source Method ��	� This method may be summarised as fol�
lows� The unstable cavity is �rstly unfolded into a series of e
ective apertures�
One then considers a distant plane�wave and its subsequent di
raction through
this sequence of elements� at each aperture� the di
raction pattern is decomposed
into an undi
racted plane�wave component and edge�waves� Finally� the lowest�
loss and higher�order eigenmodes are built up from weighted sums of a single
plane�wave term and the spatially�inhomogeneous di
ractive waves�

While many recent experiments have used unstable cavities of relatively low Fres�
nel number� most SAMs assume that this parameter is large� We have thus also
tested the accuracy of the Virtual Source Method is this regime ��	� It was
found that surprisingly accurate predictions of the lowest�loss modes were made
for Fresnel numbers as low as unity� but that results for the higher�order modes
were unreliable� The source of the problem in the higher�order mode calcula�
tions has now been identi�ed and we have developed a further modi�cation of
the method which addresses this aspect� In doing so� we have also generalised the
Virtual Source Method to deal with two
dimensional apertures of arbitrary shape�

Results will be presented� for a variety of transverse geometries� in a highly�
graphical format that gives a physical picture of the underlying mathematics and
which justi�es the assumptions invoked�
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